Deep in the caverns, the drums begin to beat.
High in the treetops, the watch sounds the horns of the
hunt. The Clans are on the move, the ancient war begins
anew. The Elven champions gather, test their weapons,
draw up their resolve. Under the earth, the Orcish King
rails against the Elves, exhorting his troops to bloodfrenzy. The Queen of the Elves bids her heroes to her,
impresses upon them the nature of their task. Tonight the
battle will rage. A thousand Orcs will come to slaughter,
and a handful of Elves will return the favor.
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In HeroCard, each player takes on the identity of a character, called a Hero, and uses his
or her Action deck to battle against other Heroes. This card-based dueling system is used
to resolve fights in a variety of different board games. For example, you might be fighting
over the loyalties of Japanese peasants in Rise of the Shogun, or over control of a valuable
computer network in Cyberspace. Each board game has different rules, strategies and
goals, but all use the basic HeroCard system to settle conflicts between players.



HeroCard

HeroCard Core Rules
Components
Your HeroCard deck contains three Attribute cards, which represent the capabilities of
your Hero. Your deck also has Action cards, which you use to attack your opponent or
block attacks made against you. Each Hero also has a figure, which is used to mark your
location in whichever board game you are playing.  Your board game contains additional
components required to play that particular game.  See the board game section of the
rules for further details.

The Hero

Attribute Card
Paladin_Final_Combined_Deck.indd4 4

Hero Name

Attribute Score

Paladin

8
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12

Enchanted Arms

Build Cost
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Card Title

B

Each Hero consists of three Attribute cards
and a deck of Action cards.  The three different
Attributes are Body, Mind, and Attribute X.  
Your Action cards are either Attacks, Blocks,
or Miscellaneous cards.

The Attributes

Each Attribute card has a number shown in a
colored box on the right side of the card.  
The number inside this box is known as the
“Attribute Score”.  The color of the box indicates
which Attribute the card represents.  The
red box indicates the Body Attribute, which
represents the physical aspect of the Hero.  
The blue box indicates the Mind Attribute,
which represents the mental aspect of the Hero.  
The yellow box indicates Attribute X, which is
different for each Hero.

The Action Deck

The Action deck contains Action cards. Each Action
card has a number shown in a colored box on the left
side of the card. This number is known as the “Action
Cost” of the card. The color and position of the box
corresponds with one of the three Attributes; Body,
Mind, or Attribute X. When you play an Action card,
you lay it to the right of the corresponding Attribute.
When a card has been placed next to an Attribute in
this manner, it is now “In Play” on that Attribute.
You may have multiple Action cards in play on a
single Attribute. You may not place a card in play
if doing so would exceed your Attribute score.  For
example, if your Body Attribute score is 8, you may
never have more than 8 points worth of Body Action
cards in play.

Action Card
Type Icon
Action Cost
Information
Bar
Card Value
or Text Box

Card Title

Predator’s Eye

3

M

+4

Fast: Attack Mod
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The Attribute Stack

HeroCard

All of the Action cards in play on an
Attribute are known as an “Attribute stack”. For
example, all of the Action cards with a red Body
cost box that have been played on the Body
Attribute are known as the “Body Stack”. If
you play more than one card onto an Attribute
stack, place new cards to the right of previous
cards. The right-most card on a stack (the most
recently-played card) is on “Top” of the stack.  

Attribute Stacks
Your Attribute Your Attribute stack
Ranger

9

Again, the total Cost of all Action cards in
an Attribute stack may never exceed the
corresponding Attribute Score. Once per turn,
you have an opportunity to remove some cards
you’ve previously played.  This frees up some of
your Attribute points to play new cards.  
This is called “Clearing”, described below.

Ambidexterity

Slashing Blade

Parry

6
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3

B

3

B

44

Fast: Base Block
Exclusive: Base Attack
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This is your Body stack. You
currently have two cards in play on
your Body Attribute.

Game Set Up
Your Play Area
Paladin

M
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Tactical Insight
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Paladin

Stunning Devotion
Divine Sacrifice
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Warrior’s Piety
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Attribute X

Restricted:

Fast: Attack Mod or Block Mod

Play this card after
When
successful
you play this card,
attack. Even if target
immediately
is now discard one or
out of range, randomly
more cards.
selectAttack Mod +2
2 cards from target’s
OR hand.
Block Mod +2 for each
Target discards these
card you
cards.
just discarded.
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In this example, the Paladin has consumed all
8 points of his Body Attribute, 4 of his 6 points
of Mind, and all 6 points of his Attribute X.
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Play this card after
Draw
successful
3 cards,
attack. Even if target
now 7 in hand.
not toisexceed
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2 cards from target’s hand.
Target discards these cards.
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Discard Stack

Attribute Stacks

Attributes
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Select your Hero and separate the
Attributes from the Action cards.
Place your three Attribute Cards
in a column, with the Body (B)
card at the top, the Mind (M) card
in the middle, and the Attribute
X (X) card at the bottom. When
you start the game, your Attribute
stacks are empty, since you have
not yet played any Action cards.
Shuffle your Action deck and
place it to the left of your
Attributes. Draw a hand of
seven cards. Use any convenient
method to determine which
player goes first. Turns proceed
clockwise from there.

Every player takes one turn at a time, starting with the first player. On each turn, you will
go through four different phases. The phases always occur in the following order: Discard,
Draw, Clear, Action. On your Discard phase, you can get rid of unwanted cards.  On your
Draw phase, you can draw new cards. On your Clear phase, you can remove cards from
your Attribute stacks and place them in your Discard stack. The Action phase is when you
play cards, attack your opponents, or take other actions specific to the particular board
game you are playing.

HeroCard

The Turn

Discard

Begin your turn by discarding as many cards from your hand as you wish. Place your
discarded cards face up on your Discard stack. If you haven’t discarded or cleared any
cards yet, start a new Discard stack near your Action deck. It is often advisable to discard a
few cards, since this will enable you to draw on the following phase.

Draw

On your Draw phase, you may draw up to three cards from the top of your Action deck,
adding them to your hand. You may never hold more than seven cards in your hand at
any time. This is why it’s often a good idea to discard on the previous phase, to make room
for new cards in your hand. If your Action deck runs out of cards, shuffle your Discard
stack and place it face down. This is your new Action deck.

Clear

During your Clear phase, you may remove up to three cards from your Attribute stacks
and place them face up on your Discard stack. When clearing cards from a given stack,
you must always begin with the top (i.e., most recently-played) card in that stack. If you
take the first turn in the game, you won’t need to clear, since you haven’t played any cards yet.
If you have more than three cards in your Attribute stacks, you won’t be able to clear them
all. The Attribute points for any uncleared cards remain spent, but the cards
themselves have no further effect on the game. They simply tie up your Attribute
points until you’re able to clear them.
Some Action cards allow you to clear cards at times other than during your Clear phase. If
the cleared card is part of a current attack or block, the cleared card no longer affects the
current Attack or Block Value (see Attacking and Blocking below). Any immediate effect
of the card (for example forcing the target to discard) remains even though the card is
removed from play. The text on a card supersedes these rules where the two conflict.

Action

On your Action phase, you play cards. The Action phase is the only time you may play
cards. You may not play cards on your Discard, Draw, or Clear phases. See the following
sections for complete rules on attacking, blocking, and other card play.

Refreshing Your Hand

You may choose to skip your entire Action phase and Refresh your hand instead. When you
do so, you may not take any actions of any kind. This means you may not play any cards.  
Additionally, each board game allows certain actions, for example moving your figure on the
board. When you skip your Action phase to Refresh your hand, you may not play any cards,
nor take any of these board-game actions. To Refresh your hand, discard all cards in your
hand and immediately draw a like number of cards from your Action deck.



Action Cards
HeroCard

Each Hero’s Action deck contains Attacks,
Blocks, and some Miscellaneous cards.  
On your Action phase, you may attack an
opponent by playing Attack cards from your
hand. When you are attacked, you can use
your Blocks to defend yourself. Miscellaneous
cards have effects that help you in the game,
but aren’t themselves Attacks or Blocks.

Base Attack Card
Base Attack
Icon

Arcing Staff

4

B

Attacks
Attacks come in three types; Base Attacks,
Attack Modifiers (Attack Mods) and Special
Attacks.

Base Attacks

Base Attacks start an attack against a target.  
All Base Attacks have the “ ” symbol in
the upper left corner of the card.  Most Base
Attacks have a large black number in their
text area. They also contain the words “Base
Attack” in their information bar.

Information
Bar
Card Value

©2007 TableStar Games, LLC
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You may never play an Attack Mod unless
you’ve already played a Base Attack. See The
Attack Sequence, below, for further details.

Special Attacks

Special Attack cards assist you in attacking,
but don’t add a numerical value to the attack.  
All Special Attacks have the “ ” symbol in
the upper left corner of the card. They also
contain the words “Special Attack” in the
information bar.
An example of a Special Attack is the
Sorceress’ Fairy Prank card, which
reduces a Base Block to Block Value 0.

Attack Mod
Icon

Barbed Sorrow

4

Information  
Bar

M

+5

Fast: Attack Mod

Card Value
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Special Attack Card
Special
Attack Icon

Fairy Prank

4

Information  
Bar
Card Text

X

Restricted: Special Attack
Reduce one Base Block ( )
to value 0.
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Attack Mod Card

Attack Mods

Attack Mods are used to increase the value
of a Base Attack. All Attack Mods have the
“ ” symbol in the upper left corner of the
card. Most Attack Mods have a large black
number in their text area, preceded by a plus
sign. They also contain the words “Attack
Mod” in the information bar.

5

Exclusive: Base Attack

1/11/2007 4:10:08 PM

Blocks
Base Blocks

Use Base Blocks to defend against an attack.  
All Base Blocks have the “ ” symbol in the
upper left corner of the card. Most Base Blocks
have a large white number in their text area.
They also contain the words “Base Block” in
their information bar.

Block Mods

Block Mods are used to increase the value
of a Base Block. All Block Mods have the
“ ” symbol in the upper left corner of the
card.  Most Block Mods have a large white
number in their text area, preceded by a plus
sign.  They also contain the words “Block
Mod” in the information bar.
You may never play an Block Mod unless
you’ve already played a Base Block. See The
Attack Sequence, below, for further details.

HeroCard

Blocks come in three types; Base Blocks, Block
Modifiers (Block Mods) and Special Blocks.

Base Block Card
Base Block
Icon

Leathery Hide

4

Information
Bar

B

5

Fast: Base Block

Card Value
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Block Mod Card
Block Mod
Icon

Cunning Defense

2

M

Special Blocks

Special Block cards assist you in blocking,
but don’t add a numerical value to the Block.
All Special Blocks have the “ ” symbol in
the upper left corner of the card. They also
contain the words “Special Block” in the
information bar.

Information
Bar

+4

Fast: Block Mod

Card Value
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An example of a Special Block is the Orc’s
Shaman’s Shield card, which reduces the
lowest active Attack Mod to Attack Value 0.

Miscellaneous Cards

Miscellaneous cards have no symbol in their
upper left corner. Miscellaneous cards have a
variety of effects that are not directly involved
in attacking or blocking.
Examples of Miscellaneous cards are cards
that allow you to draw cards or clear cards on
the Action Phase. The text on the individual
card explains its function. If the text of a

card contains an unfamiliar term, see
the glossary at the end of this rulebook
for clarification.

1/11/2007 3:50:36 PM

Special Block Card
Special
Block Icon

Shaman’s Shield

2

Information
Bar
Card Text

X

Fast: Special Block

The lowest active Attack
Mod ( ) is reduced to
attack Value 0.
©2006 TableStar Games, LLC
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Action Types
HeroCard

Every Action card represents a certain type of action.
There are three Action Types: Exclusive, Fast, and
Restricted. Each card identifies its Action
Type in its information bar.

Exclusive Actions

Exclusive Card
Magical Blade

You may play only one Exclusive action
per Action phase, even if you have enough
Attribute points to play more. You may only

6

B

play Exclusive actions on your own
Action phase. Once you have taken an

Exclusive action on your Action phase, you
can’t take any more Exclusive actions until a
later Action phase.  Most Base Attacks are
Exclusive actions, so in most cases you can
only attack once per turn.  

Fast Actions

You can play as many Fast actions as you
have free Attribute points for on any

player’s Action phase.

Action Type
Exclusive

7

Exclusive: Base Attack

©2007 TableStar Games, LLC
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Fast Card
Tactical Insight

Restricted Actions

2

You can play as many Restricted actions as
you have free Attribute points for, but only

M

on your own Action phase.

Board Game Actions

Each of the HeroCard board games allows
you to take certain actions that do not
involve playing cards.  Moving your Hero
on the board is a typical example of a board
game action. Many board game actions have
an Action Type specified - Exclusive, Fast, or
Restricted. These Action Types dictate when
you can take the action, and how many
times you can take the action on a given turn
(as described above).  
For example, if you take an Exclusive board
game action on your Action phase, you may
not play any Exclusive cards or take any
other Exclusive board game actions on the
same turn. In general, board game actions
do not have an Action Cost, and do not
require you to play any cards.



Action Type
Fast

Fast:

Draw 3 cards,
not to exceed 7 in hand.

©2007 TableStar Games, LLC
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Restricted Card
Stunning Devotion

3

Action Type
  Restricted

X

Restricted:

Play this card after successful
attack. Even if target is now
out of range, randomly select
2 cards from target’s hand.
Target discards these cards.
©2007 TableStar Games, LLC
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When you play a Base Attack, you begin what’s called an “Attack Sequence”. During an
Attack Sequence, you will play one or more cards that add up to a certain Attack Value.
The target of your attack responds by playing one or more Blocks, or even Miscellaneous
cards.  Once your target has blocked, you may respond by playing cards to increase the
value of the attack.  The Attack Sequence proceeds back and forth between attacker and
target in this manner. The Attack Sequence ends when both sides stop playing cards.

HeroCard

The Attack Sequence

Active Cards

Any card played during the course of an Attack Sequence is an “Active Card” until the
end of that Attack Sequence. When the Attack Sequence ends, the card remains “In
Play”, but is no longer “Active”. A card that is no longer active has no further effect on
the game, other than to tie up Attribute points until it can be cleared. Each card remains
In Play until it is cleared.  For example, Blocks you played during an Attack Sequence
do nothing to help you defend against a later attack, because they are no longer active at
that time. If an active card is cleared or otherwise removed from play during the Attack
Sequence, it ceases to be active.

Attacking

On your Action phase, you can start an Attack Sequence by playing a Base Attack. A
single Attack Sequence may never contain more than one Base Attack. Thus, the only way
to increase the power of an attack is by adding Attack Mods or Special Attacks. You may
never play an Attack Mod unless you currently have a Base Attack active. If your active
Base Attack is cleared, any active Attack Mods no longer have any effect.
Most Base Attacks are Exclusive actions. Since you may only play one Exclusive action
per turn, this means you may usually only attack once per turn. However, some Heroes
have Base Attacks that are Restricted actions. Such cards allow you to start multiple Attack
Sequences each turn, since you are allowed to play multiple Restricted actions on your
Action phase. Remember, a Block played during a certain Attack Sequence does not help
to defend against a subsequent Attack Sequence.

Blocking

Your opponent responds to your Attacks by playing Blocks. Unlike Base Attacks, an
Attack Sequence may contain multiple Base Blocks. If you play multiple Base Blocks
during an Attack Sequence, their Values add together. You may also play Block Mods,
but only if you have at least one active Base Block in play. You may play Special
Blocks even if you don’t have an active Base Block in
play. However, having an active Special Block in play
Cost and Values
does not allow you to play Block Mods. If all of your
active Base Blocks are cleared, any active Block Mods
Slashing Blade
cease to function, until you play a new Base Block.
Cost
3
B

Attack and Block Value

Base Attacks and Attack Mods have an Attack Value,
while Base Blocks and Block Mods have a Block
Value. A card’s Attack or Block Value is indicated in
its text area. Note that a card’s Value is not the
same as its Action Cost. Most Bases and Mods

4

Exclusive: Base Attack

Value
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HeroCard

have a number in their text areas.  These
cards provide an unchanging Attack or
Block Value. Therefore, they are known as
“Constant Value” cards.
Other cards provide a Value that depends
on when they are played, and whom they
are targeting.  These are known as “Variable
Value” cards. For example,  the Ranger
deck contains a Base Attack called
Strangling Roots. This card says Base
Attack 1, +2 per Block Card ( , , )
in play by the target of the current attack.
This is a Variable Value card, since the
value of the Base Attack depends on a
changeable game state (the number of
Block cards that the target has in play).  
As long as a Variable Value card is active,
its Value changes as the associated game
state changes. For example; the Ranger
plays Strangling Roots. During the Attack
Sequence in which it was played, Strangling
Root’s Value will increase as the Ranger’s
opponent plays Block cards, and decrease if
the opponent clears Block cards.

Successful Attack

If the combined Value of all Attack cards
exceeds the combined Block Value, the
attack succeeds. If the Attack Value is
equal to or less than the Block Value,
the attack fails. The actual effect of a
successful attack depends on which game
you’re playing.  For example, in Galaxy, a
successful attack might allow you to
capture one of your opponent’s planets,
while in Champion of New Olympia, a
successful attack allows you to defeat a
crime in progress. See the individual board
game rules for further details.

Sample Attack 1
Magical Blade

Paladin starts the
attack with a Base
Attack 7

6

Attack Total: 7
Block Total: 0

B

7

Exclusive: Base Attack

©2007 TableStar Games, LLC

Bladebind
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Orc responds with
Bladebind and
reduces the Attack
Value to 0.

X

Attack Total: 0
Block Total: 0

Fast: Special Block
Reduce Base Attack ( )
to attack Value 0.
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2

Paladin throws in
an Attack Mod +3
Attack Total: 3
Block Total: 0

M

+3

Fast: Attack Mod
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Orcish Stamina

2
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B

The Orc plays a
Base Block 3.

3

Fast: Base Block

Attack Total: 3
Block Total: 3
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Sets

The Paladin is out of Attack cards and
When you play cards during an Attack
passes. The battle is tied and therefore the
Sequence, you may play a single card or
attack fails.
a set of cards.  A set may contain Bases
and/or Mods only.  For example, you could
play a Base Attack and two Attack Mods as
a set, or two Base Blocks and a Block Mod.  Since an Attack Sequence may only contain
one Base Attack, you may not play multiple Base Attacks as part of a set.  You may not
play Special Attacks, Special Blocks, or Miscellaneous cards as part of a set.  Such
cards must always be played singly.

10
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Once you have played a card or a set
of cards on your Action phase, each of
your opponents has an opportunity to
respond.  The active player (the player
whose turn it is) may always play the
first card or set of cards on his/her
Action phase. The other players may
then play a single Fast action or a set of
Fast actions. The player to the left of the
active player has the first opportunity
to respond, proceeding clockwise from
there.  Once each opponent has either
played a card or set of cards, or passed,
it is again the active player’s “Priority”
to play.  Priority proceeds one-by-one
around the table until all players pass, at
which point the Attack Sequence ends.  

When a card is played, its full effect
is completely resolved before priority
proceeds to the next player. For

example, the active player uses a card
against the player to his left that forces
the target to discard. The target must
first discard the specified cards before
being allowed to play any cards herself.

Board Game Actions

Each board game specifies certain
actions the Heroes may take, that do
not involve playing cards.  Moving your
Hero around on the game board is an
example of a board game action.  Taking
a board game action does not cause you
to lose priority.  Your opponents may
only respond to cards or sets of cards
that you play, they may not play Fast
actions in response to a board game
action.

Sample Attack 2
Magical Blade

Paladin starts the
attack with a Base
Attack 7

6

Attack Total: 7
Block Total: 0

B

HeroCard

Priority of Card Play

7

Exclusive: Base Attack

Cunning Defense
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4
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+4
5

Fast: Block Mod

Attack Total: 7
Block Total: 9
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Fast: Base Block
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Paladin plays Battle
Tactics for +3 Attack
Mod
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Attack Total: 10
Block Total: 9

1/26/2007 3:05:13 PM

The Orc plays a Set of
Blocks: Base Block 5
and Block Mod +4
for a total of 9

Leathery Hide

2

M

+3

Fast: Attack Mod
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The Orc does not have another Block and the
attack succeeds. The Paladin can now play a card
with the text “Play after successful attack” such as
Stunning Technique.
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Non-Attack Actions

Sometimes you will play a card that does not initiate an Attack Sequence, for example if
you play a Miscellaneous card.  Playing a non-attack action does cause priority to
pass to the player to your left.  That player then either plays or passes, and priority
proceeds around the table until all players pass.

No Action Cards

If the active player plays no Action cards on his Action phase, priority automatically
passes to the player to his left at the end of his turn. As usual, this player may play or pass
and priority proceeds around the table until all players pass.  When all players pass, the
next player’s turn begins with his Discard phase.

11

Range
HeroCard

You may never affect another Hero with any card you play, unless you are in Range of
that Hero.  Each board game specifies when two Heroes are in Range of each other.  In
most cases, your Hero must occupy either the same space or an adjacent space in order to
be in Range of a target Hero.  Refer to the individual board game rules to determine the
Range rules for that game.

Contradictory Rules
If the text on a card contradicts the game rules in this booklet, the card text overrules the
game rules.

Creating Your Own Decks
Each HeroCard deck represents a full Hero, ready to be pitted in duels against other
Heroes. Each includes three Attribute Cards and about thirty corresponding Action cards.
You can create your own Heroes and Action decks as well. Here’s how:
1. Combine different Attribute Cards from different Heroes. Your custom Hero must always
have three Attribute Cards: one Body (B), one Mind (M) and one Attribute X (X) card.
2. Combine different Action cards from different Action decks. Your custom Action deck
must always have at least 20 Action cards, and may contain no more than six copies of the
same card.

Balancing Customized Heroes

Each Attribute Card shows a build point number in the bottom left corner of the card.
When creating a custom Hero, add up the build point numbers on your three Attribute
Cards. This is the total build point value of your Hero. In general, the higher the build
point value, the more powerful the Hero.
For dueling to be fun for all players, Heroes must be similar in power. When using
customized Heroes, all players in the game must agree to a maximum build point value.
No player may use a Hero that exceeds this limit. The standard limit is 30 points.

Playing Head-to-Head Duels with HeroCard

Your Hero is designed for use with HeroCard board games such as Galaxy,
Cyberspace and many others. However, you can play head-to-head duels with your friends
using just your HeroCard Action decks. In head-to-head HeroCard, your goal is to win by
earning the required number of Victory Points. You must earn three Victory Points in a
two-player game, five in a three-player game, and seven in a four-player game.

Starting a Duel

To play direct duels, randomly determine who starts. Shuffle your decks and draw seven
cards. Begin play, with turns proceeding in a clockwise direction.

Victory Points

Each time you successfully attack your opponent, you earn a Victory Point. A successful
attack gains you only one Victory Point, so you must launch separate, successful attacks
on separate turns to earn the required number of Victory Points. No matter how much the
Attack Value exceeds the Block Value, a successful attack always gains only one Victory
point.  You may never earn more than one Victory point each turn, regardless of
how many successful attacks you play.   
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Orc King Figure
5 Clan Cards
21 Orc Figures
25 Orc Figure Bases
11 Squad tokens
8 Dirty Trick Cards
7 Pig Figures
5 Treasure Tokens
3 Treasures Guide Cards

Their own worlds ravaged by their greed,
the Orcs had set their sights on more fertile
lands. The Orc Shamans enslaved poweful
spirits to pull their underground armies into
new worlds, rife with blood and plunder.
During this time, known to scholars as the
Orc Wars, the Queen of the Elves ordained a
righteous crusade against the insatiable brutes.

Orc Wars

A thousand years ago...
COMPONENTS
10 Map Tiles
The Golden Age ended in earthquakes,
3 Elf Role cards
storms, and fire. The ancient forests were
1 Paladin Figure
uprooted as forboding chasms split the earth. 33-Card Paladin Deck
From these yawning depths spilled hordes of 14 Wound Markers
33-Card Orc Deck
bestial creatures - the Orcs.

The Wars swept across the battlefields, waves
of vicious Orcs breaking against the Queen’s
skilled but outnumbered army. However, the
real turning point began with a Paladin,
a Ranger, and a Sorceress...

OVERVIEW
In HeroCard Orc Wars, Elf Heroes battle a horde of Orcs.  A single Orc player deploys
Squads of Orcs against one or more Elves. One Elf is more powerful than one Orc, but the
Orcs’ constant reinforcements give them a numerical advantage. The game comes with five
different scenarios, each with a unique map, strategy, and play-style.  The Orcs’ goals is
always the same, to kill the Elves.  The Elves’ objectives depend on the scenario, for
example, slaying the Orc’s King, retrieving lost relics, collecting Orc trophies, or slaying
the Boars that are sacred to the Orcs. See the Scenarios section of this book for details.
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Set Up
Orc Wars uses the HeroCard dueling system to resolve combat. These rules assume you
know how to play a HeroCard duel. If you do not, read the HeroCard rules in the
preceding section, and play a practice duel before proceeding with this section.

Choose a Scenario

Orc Wars contains five different scenarios. Additional scenarios will be available from
our website.  Before getting started, choose which scenario you’ll be playing and review
the specific rules for that scenario.  The scenario called “The Prisoners” serves as an
introduction to the game of Orc Wars. It is recommended for first-time players. The other
scenarios are ranked in terms of complexity – Orc Camp is the simplest, The Relics is a
little more complicated, Bounty Hunters is fairly complicated, and Great Hunt is the most
complicated. We recommend you play the scenarios in order of simplest to most complex.

Orc Wars

Each scenario description contains a diagram of the map. The map consists of six or seven
of the 10 map tiles. Arrange these as shown in the diagram.  If treasures are included in
the scenario, place treasure tokens on the map, treasure chest showing, as directed by the
scenario description.

Choose Sides

The game in this box is for two players. With additional Heroes, such as the Ranger and
Sorceress expansion Heroes, Orc Wars can be played with up to four players. Pick one
player to play the Orcs, the rest play Elves. The Orc player takes the five Clan cards and the
Orc figures and bases. If the scenario you have chosen includes the Orc King (The
Prisoners and Orc Camp), the Orc player also arranges his three Attribute cards, as a
standard Hero.  The Orc shuffles his action deck and draws seven cards. Finally, the Orc
places his Squad tokens on the board, as denoted in the rules for the selected scenario.

How to Assemble the Orc Figures
Step 1. Slide the front of
the Clan base into the
slanted slots on the side
pieces.

Step 2. Slide the back
onto the base.
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Step 3.
You add the Orc to
the Clan base by
pushing it in from
above.

Orcs
The Orc player has an Action deck of 30 cards, just like a standard Hero. The Orcs also
have three Attribute cards, which represent the Attributes of the Orc King. The King is
used only in certain scenarios. You can also use the king as a stand-alone Hero, when
using the Orc character in a different HeroCard game, or when simply dueling.  In all
scenarios, the Orc player deploys Squads of Orcs, which act similarly to Heroes, but do
not use the standard Attribute cards (described below).

Orc Figures

Brute

Tactician

Shaman

Orc Clan Cards

Orc Wars

Orc Figures

Instead of a single figure, the Orc has
numerous figures, plus bases into
which the figures are inserted. The
figures and bases are constructed using
the punch-out plastic pieces included
with the game. When the Orc player
deploys an Orc onto the board, he first
inserts a figure into a base. There are
three types of figures and five types of
bases. The figure type determines what
kind of Orc is being deployed – Brute
(red), Tactician (blue), or Shaman
(yellow).  The base determines which
of the five Clans the Orc belongs to
– Black Skull, Bruised Fist, Scorcher,
Venom Claw, or White Tusk. Each
base consists of four parts, which you
should assemble before the game.

B

M

X
B

M

Orc Squads

X
B

All Orcs with the same base belong to the
same Clan. Orcs of the same Clan can form
Squads, by standing in a contiguous group.

White Tusks

M
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X
B

Note that Clans and Squads are not
the same concept.  A single Clan can have

Bruised Fists

M

©2006 TableStar Games, LLC

X
B

multiple Squads, by having more than one
group of contiguous Orcs on the board. See
pg. 20 for rules on playing Action cards for
Orc Squads.

Black Skulls

M
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X

Venom Claws
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Scorchers
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The White Tusk Clan
Cunning Defense
Orcish Stamina
Orcish Stamina
B

White Tusk
Tactician

M

2

B

2

2

X

3+4 3

Fast: Block Mod
Fast: Base Block

White Tusk
Brute

B

M

White Tusks
©2006 TableStar Games, LLC

Clan Card
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Fast: Base Block
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Orc Action Cards
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When the White Tusks play cards, they place their
Action cards to the right of the White Tusks Clan Card.
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Squad Token

Clan Cards

Each of the five Clans has a corresponding Clan card.  
The Clan card contains the same symbol as the figure
bases of that Clan. When Orcs (beside the King) play
cards, the cards are played to the right of the applicable
Clan card. This denotes which cards the Clan has in
play. When the King plays cards, his cards are played to
the Orc King Attribute cards, just like a standard Hero.
Playing cards for Orcs is described in more detail below.

Not Active

Activated
(replace
with Orcs)

Squad Tokens

The eleven Squad tokens represent Orcs that are on the map, but not yet active. The Orc
player can Activate a Squad token on his Squad phase. Squad tokens also Activate if an Elf
enters the tile containing the token. Activating Squads is explained more fully below.  

A Squad token counts as a figure - no other figure may share its space.

Dirty Tricks

Orc Wars

Dirty Trick Cards
Bloodlust

Dirty

Tricks
Restricted

:

Play as par
Target mu t of an attack set.
st waste one
Block (
Base
)be
cards in the fore playing any
current Att
Sequence.
ack
©2007 Table

Star Gam

PM
1/16/2007 2:49:07

es, LLC

Number of Tricks
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Elf Role Card

Playing the Orcs requires a bit more tactical thought
than a standard Hero. For this reason, inexperienced
players might find winning difficult with the Orcs.
The Dirty Tricks deck is included to even the odds
when the Orcs are played by a beginner. Before
starting the game, the Orc player draws a certain
number of Tricks randomly from the deck. The
number depends on the Orc’s skill level, according to
the table to the left.
“First Time” means an Orc player who has never
played the selected scenario before. “Novice” is
an Orc player who has played, but never won the
selected scenario before. “Intermediate” means an
Orc player who has won the selected scenario at
least once.  “Expert” is an Orc player who frequently
wins playing the selected scenario.  A “True Orc” is a
player who usually wins no matter what the scenario.
*A True Orc player also has restricted reinforcement,
described in The Turn - Squad Phase.

Elves (Choose Roles)

Paladin Move 3
Fury:

A successful attack kills all
Orcs of the target Clan that
are adjacent to your Hero.

While the Orc player sets up, each Elf player selects
their Role card.  Role cards are only used in Orc
4 successful attacks required
Wars, not in any other HeroCard game. The three
to kill the Paladin.
roles are Paladin, Ranger, and Sorceress. Each role is
associated with a Hero of the same name. However,
any role may be used with any Hero.  For example,
add the Paladin Role card to the Cosmic Cult deck
(from HeroCard Galaxy). The Cult takes on the role of the Paladin, ready to battle the
Orcs.  Each role confers certain special powers as denoted on the card.
Fortitude:

1/26/2007 3:05:07 PM
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Each Elf arranges his Attributes as in standard HeroCard, shuffles his Action deck and
draws seven cards. After the Orc has placed all Squad tokens, each Elf places his figure on
an entrance space. An entrance space is a half-space on the edge of the board that does
not contain trees or walls.  See the instructions for the scenario you have selected for any
additional rules on the initial placement of the Elf figures.

The Turn
Each player’s turn proceeds through four phases, as in standard HeroCard. However, the Orc
player takes one extra phase each turn, called the Squad phase. The Squad phase occurs after
the Clear phase and before the Action phase. Only the Orc player takes a Squad phase.

Discard Phase
Discard any number of cards from your hand and place them face up on your Discard
stack, exactly as in standard HeroCard.

In a two-player game (one Orc and one Elf player), the Draw phase functions exactly as
in standard HeroCard. However, in a three- or four-player game, the Orc player gains
additional opportunities to draw cards. Every time any Elf player draws cards on his Draw
phase, the Orc player may draw as well. This is called the “Bonus Draw”.  

Bonus Draw (Orc)

Bonus Draw

The Bonus Draw is limited to a certain number of cards,
depending on the number of players at the beginning of the
game. In a three-player game, every time an Elf uses his Draw
phase to draw cards, the Orc may draw no more than one card.  
In a four-player game, the Orc draws up to two cards each
time an Elf draws cards on his Draw phase.  The Bonus Draw
limit does not change if an Elf is eliminated, it depends only
on the number of Elves at the beginning of the game.  

Elves

Cards

1

Orc Wars

Draw Phase

2
3

The Orc may not exceed a seven-card hand when taking the
Bonus Draw. The Orc does not gain the Bonus Draw if the Elf
skips his Draw phase. The Orc still draws normally on his own
Draw phase, though this does not allow Elves to draw – only
the Orc gets the Bonus Draw. Because of the Bonus Draw, an
Elf often wants to know how many cards the Orc has before
deciding whether to draw. If asked, the Orc player
must reveal how many cards he has.

Clear Phase
Elf Heroes clear up to three top cards, as in
standard HeroCard. The Orc player controls
multiple Clans onto which he plays his Action
cards, described below.  Each Clear phase, the Orc
clears up to three cards from each active Clan.
As usual, top cards must be cleared before the card
below it can be. Some scenarios use the Orc King,
who has three Attribute cards like a standard Hero.
The King clears up to three top cards from his
Attributes, just like the Elves. The King clears cards
in addition to those cleared from the Orc Clans.  

Clearing Orc Cards
Clan Card

In-Play Cards
Orcish
Orcish
Stamina
Stamina Shield
Ferocious
Spirit
Shaman’s

2

B

B

2

B

M

X

2

X

2

X

233

Special Block
Fast:
Base
Fast:
Block
BaseFast:
Block
Exclusive:
Base
Attack

The lowest active Attack
Mod ( ) is reduced to
attack Value 0.

Bruised Fists
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Clear the top three cards in play for
each Clan. In this example the X card
would remain after the Clear phase.
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Squad Phase
In between his Clear and Action phases, the Orc player takes a Squad phase. Only the Orc
player takes a Squad phase; Elves do not.  On your Squad phase, you can do one of two
things, either Activate or Reinforce. Activating means turning an inactive Squad token
into one or more active Orcs. Reinforcing means adding new Orcs onto the board.

Activating a Squad Token

If you choose to Activate instead of Reinforcing, choose
one Squad token you have on the board. If you don’t have
any more Squad tokens on the board, you can’t Activate.  
When you Activate a Squad token, flip it over to reveal
the number underneath. This is the number of Orcs in the
newly Activated Squad.

Orc Wars

Assemble this number of Orcs by placing their figures into
bases. All of the bases you use must belong to the same
Clan. If you don’t have enough bases of a particular Clan,
use what you have or choose another Clan. The figures
you place into the bases may be any combination of
Brutes (red), Tacticians (blue) or Shamans (yellow). Once
you have assembled the figures, remove the Squad token
from the board and place one of the Orcs in its space.
Place the rest of the Orcs in spaces adjacent to this first
Orc. If this isn’t possible, place additional Orcs as close as
possible to the first Orc. You now have a Squad of active Orcs.

Activating

Remove the token. Place one
Orc where the token was, the
rest adjacent to it.

Note that a Squad token can be Activated in another manner.
If an Elf moves (see Moving, below) onto a tile containing a Squad
token, it Activates the moment the Elf enters the tile. When this happens, follow the same
procedure outlined above. If an Elf stands in a space straddling two tiles, he is on both
tiles, therefore any tokens on either tile would Activate.

Reinforcing

If you don’t Activate on your Squad phase, you may Reinforce instead. When you
Reinforce, assemble one or more Orcs by placing figures into Clan bases. The number of
reinforcements you may place on your Squad phase equals the number of Elf players at the
beginning of the game.  For example, in a two-player game, you may Reinforce one Orc on
your Squad phase, since there is one Elf player. In a four-player game, you Reinforce three
Orcs on your Squad phase. The number of reinforcements you may place doesn’t change
if an Elf player is eliminated, unless the Orc player is deemed a True Orc (see Dirty Tricks,
above).  A True Orc’s reinforcement rate equals one per remaining Elf.
You may use any type of figure (Brute, Tactician, or Shaman). You
may only use bases of a particular Clan if that Clan already
has at least one active Orc on the board. If you get multiple

reinforcements, they can come from more than one active Clan.  
Place each figure on an unoccupied entrance space. An entrance
space is a half-space on the edge of the board that does not contain
trees or walls. If there are no available entrance spaces, you may not
place the reinforcement. A single Clan may never have more than
five active Orcs on the board at the same time. This is reflected by the
fact that there are only five bases for each Clan. Note that the Forest
Scenarios place additional restrictions on Reinforcement, see the
Scenario descriptions.
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Reinforcements
Elves

1
2
3

Orcs

Action Phase
Each Elf gets one Action phase per turn, as in standard HeroCard. On his Action phase,
an Elf can take actions (one exclusive and any number of fast or restricted), move, and
handle treasure. On the Orc player’s turn, each active Clan gets its own Action phase.  In
scenarios that use the Orc King, the King gets his own Action phase as well. Each of these
Action phases can include actions (one Exclusive and any number of Fast or Restricted
actions) and movement, in any order. As the Orc player, you must complete one Action
phase before beginning the next.  If you wish to Refresh your hand (HeroCard  
rules pg. 5), you must skip all of your available Action phases.

Playing Action Cards

Elves play Action cards exactly as standard HeroCard Heroes.  The Orc King functions as
a standard Hero as well.  Use the three Orc King Attribute cards when playing the King.  
However, the Brutes, Tacticians and Shamans play cards as Squads.  
A Squad of Orcs is roughly equivalent to a Hero.
All active Orcs with the same base are part of the same Clan.  A
Squad is defined as all contiguous Orcs of the same Clan.  Thus,
a Clan can have more than one Squad on the board at the same
time.  A Clan gets only one Exclusive action per turn, regardless
of how many Squads it’s broken into.  

Multiple Squads
This Squad has a Body
score of 8, a Mind score
of 4, and an X score of 0.

Squad Attributes

Each Squad has Attribute scores, based on its members. Each
Brute in a Squad provides 4 points of Body, each Tactician
provides 4 points of Mind, and each Shaman provides
4 points of Attribute X. Within a Squad, Orcs of the same type
add their scores together to give the Squad’s total score in the
associated Attribute.  For example, a Squad contains two Brutes
and a Tactician of the White Tusk Clan. This Squad has a Body
score of 8, a Mind score of 4, and an X score of 0.
When a Squad plays Action cards, place the cards next to the
applicable Clan card. Play all cards onto a single stack next to
the Clan card, regardless of their Attribute type. Each action
card on the Clan’s stack applies its cost to the Squad’s Attribute
score. For example, the Orc player plays Leathery Hide (cost:  
4 points of Body) to block for the White Tusk Squad. The
Squad contains two Brutes, therefore, playing this card uses
up 4 of the Squad’s 8 points of Body.

Orc Wars

Clans and Squads

This second Squad has a
Body score of 4, and an
X score of 4. Any card in
play on the White Tusk
Clan card counts against
all White Tusk Squads

Multiple Squads

It’s generally to the Orc’s advantage to keep all members of a Clan together in one Squad.  
There is therefore usually only one Squad of each Clan on the board.  However, if there is
more than one group of Orcs of a given Clan, then that Clan has multiple Squads on the
board.  If a card is in play on a Clan, it is in play for every active Squad of that Clan.  
For example, the Orc player plays Leathery Hide (B 4) to block for his White Tusk Squad
of two Brutes and one Tactician. Elsewhere on the board, he has a separate group of one
White Tusk Brute and one White Tusk Shaman. When he plays Leathery Hide, he places
the card next to the White Tusk Clan card.  This indicates that both of his White Tusk
Squads have spent four points of Body, even though only the larger Squad actually blocked.
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Multiple Clans

Resolving Attacks

Attacks and blocks occur just as in standard HeroCard.  The
attacker begins an Attack Sequence by playing a Base Attack
against a target in Range.  Generally, a target is in Range
if it is adjacent to the attacker, however the Sorceress
has a special range ability described on her Role card. The
target responds by playing Blocks or other cards, and so
forth.  The attacker and the target can be either an Elf, an
Orc Squad, or the Orc King.  Only the attacker and the
target may play cards during this Attack Sequence,
allies may not add cards to assist in the attack or the
defense.

The White Tusks
have four each
Body, Mind and X.

Orc Wars

The Venom Claws
have only 4 Body
and  4 X.
Each Clan can play an
Exclusive action on its
Action phase.

Cavern Tile
Wall
(Impassable)
Open Space

Forest Tile
Open Space
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Underbrush
(Elves only)
Trees
(Impassable)

The result of a successful attack depends
on the target.  When an Elf suffers
a successful attack, place a wound
Wound
marker on the wound track in the
upper right corner of that Elf ’s Role
card.  An Elf can never receive more
than one wound in a single turn.  
When the Elf ’s wound track is full, that
Elf is killed. Remove his figure from
the board – that player is eliminated from the game.  

Marker

If the target is an Orc Squad, generally one Orc adjacent
to the attacker is killed.  The Sorceress and Paladin have
special abilities that allow them to kill multiple Orcs on a
successful attack, see their Role cards.  If the Orc King
suffers a successful attack, he is killed.  When any Orc is
killed, remove its figure from the board.

Moving

Each Elf and each Orc (including the King) may take one
movement on their Action phase, either before or after
attacking or taking other actions.  A movement consists of
moving the corresponding figure up to three spaces on the
board.  Movement cannot be interrupted by other actions.  
Taking any action after starting movement immediately
ends that turn’s movement. The Ranger is the exception – he
has a special ability, described on his Role card, that allows
him to take actions and continue moving.
No figure may move into or occupy a space that contains a
tree, a wall, or any other figure (including a Squad token).  
Orcs may not move into or through a space that contains
underbrush, however Elves can move into or through
underbrush spaces.  Any figure may move into or through a
space that contains a treasure token.  

Moving Multiple Squads

If an Orc Clan is broken into multiple Squads, all Squads
must move at the same time.  If one Squad moves and takes
an action before the other Squads have moved, the other
Squads may not move this turn.

Playing Dirty Tricks

Dirty Tricks are played as normal actions – some are Fast,
and some Restricted, and one is played only on the Squad
phase, as denoted on the card.  Each Trick card specifies its
effect in the text of the card.

Dirty

Tricks

Handling Treasures

Some scenarios contain treasures tokens on the map. If you
move your Elf into a space containing a treasure token, you
can use a Restricted action to pick it up.  Orcs cannot pick
up treasures, but an Orc can stand on a treasure to prevent
an Elf from moving into its space.  When you pick up a
treasure, turn it over to reveal which treasure it is, and place
the token on your Role card.  Each treasure has a function
denoted on the treasure quick reference card.  If an Elf dies
while holding treasure(s), place the treasure token(s) in the
space in which the Elf fell.

DirtyTrick
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Treasure

Flipping Treasures

Some treasures can be used each turn, while others may only be used once per game.  
Single-use treasures are “flipped” when used.  When you flip a treasure, turn the token
treasure-chest side up to indicate it can’t be used again.  If a treasure is flipped, it still
counts as a treasure collected (in scenarios where treasure collection is the goal).

Orc Wars

Five treasure tokens are included with the game.  Each
treasure token has a treasure chest on one side, and the
image of an item on the other.  Each treasure confers a
certain benefit to the Elf holding it, as described on the
Treasure Quick Guide card.

Trading or Dropping Treasures

Elves may trade or drop treasures on their Action phases.  As an Exclusive action, an Elf
can give an adjacent Elf a treasure he holds.  An Elf may also use his Exclusive action to
take a treasure from another Elf adjacent to him, but only if the other Elf is willing to
relinquish it.  Finally, an Elf may drop a treasure as a Restricted action.  If you drop a
treasure, place its token in the space occupied by your Elf figure at the time you drop it.

Winning The Game
Each scenario describes the condition
required for the Elves or Orc to win.  
Whichever side achieves their victory
condition first, wins the game.
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Scenario 1: The Prisoners
Deep in a dense copse of trees, a squad of Orcs
has been captured by a lone Elf Paladin.
The Orc King must free his troops and
muster them against their captor.
This Scenario is intended as an introduction to Orc Wars, especially for the Orc player.  
The Orcs play differently than any other HeroCard character, and therefore require a little
practice to get the hang of.  However, once mastered, the Orcs provide the player with
unique and exciting tactical possibilities.  The Prisoners Scenario is intended for two
players only.  In this Scenario, the Orc player does not take a Squad phase, nor does he get
a Bonus Draw.  Treasures and Dirty Tricks are also left out of this Scenario.  These rules
add some complexity to the game, and are therefore omitted in this beginner’s Scenario.

Scenario Set Up
Orc arranges the map according to the diagram.  Orc assembles five figures of the White
Tusk Clan:  1 Brute, 2 Tacticians and 2 Shamans.  These prisoners are placed in the spaces
indicated on the diagram.  The Orc player also gets the Orc King.  Place the Orc King
figure into his base.  Place the King in any entrance space on the board.  At this point,
the Elf player places his figure on any legal space on the central tile, excluding spaces that
straddle two tiles.  

Scenario Special Rules
Scenarios

The Orc King acts as a normal HeroCard character.  Use the Orc King Body, Mind, and X
Attribute cards provided with the game, and play cards exactly as you would in a normal
HeroCard duel.  When the King suffers a successful attack, he dies and is removed from
the board.  
The White Tusk Orcs are imprisoned at the beginning of the game.  While imprisoned,
these Orcs take no actions, cannot move, cannot play any cards, and are immune to any
kind of attack.  While your White Tusks are imprisoned, you won’t need their Clan card.  
However, their imprisonment ends if one of two conditions are met:  either the King dies,
or he stands in any space adjacent to any imprisoned Orc and frees them.  
Freeing the entire Squad requires one Restricted action, which means the King may only
do so on his turn, but doing so does not prevent him from taking any other actions on that
turn.  Freeing the Orcs is a “board game action”, therefore it does not cost any Attribute
points nor does it require playing any cards.  If the Orcs are freed by the King’s action
(as opposed to being freed because the King dies), they get an Action phase on the
turn in which they’re freed.
Elf takes the first turn.

Victory Conditions
The Elf wins when all Orcs have been slain.  The Orcs win when the Elf is dead.
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Brute

Scenario Setup

Scenarios

The Paladin starts on
any space that’s solely
on the central tile.
The Orc King starts on
any entrance space.

Shaman

Tactician
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Scenario 2: Orc Camp
The Orcs have encamped in the forest, preparing
for a massive assault on the Elfin kingdom.
The Elves must infiltrate their camp and slay
the King to disrupt their plans.

Scenario Set Up

An Elf player sets up the map according to the diagram. Meanwhile, Orc randomizes the
treasure tokens. Each Elf player then selects one treasure token without looking at the
treasure side, and gives them face-down to the Orc. Orc player places each treasure in
one of the spaces indicated on the diagram. Place the remaining treasures back in the box
without looking at them. Orc player places the King figure in the space indicated on the
diagram. Elves place their figures in any entrance space marked blue on the diagram.
Meanwhile, the Orc player selects his Squad tokens. The numbers on the selected tokens
should add up to the number of starting Orcs. This number depends on the number of Elves:
1 Elf       (2-player) 5 Orcs
2 Elves   (3-player) 9 Orcs
3 Elves   (4-player) 13 Orcs
The Orc player places Squad tokens face-down on the map, no more than one per tile.  A
Squad token may not be placed in an entrance space, nor any space that straddles two tiles.  

Scenario Special Rules
Scenarios

During the game, Orc follows all standard Squad-phase rules, except as follows. In order
to place a reinforcement of a particular Clan onto an entrance space of a tile, that tile must
already contain at least one Orc of that Clan.
This scenario uses the Orc King. The Orc King acts as a normal HeroCard character, using
the three Orc King Attribute cards included with the game. When the King plays cards,
they are played onto these Attributes, not on a Clan card. In addition to each Clan’s Action
phase, the King gets his own Action phase on the Orc’s turn.  The King can move up to
three spaces on his Action phase.  When a successful attack is made against the King, he
dies. The King is immune to the effect of the Wand of Slaying.
The Elf to the left of the Orc player takes the
first turn, turns proceed clockwise from there.

Victory Conditions
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The Elves win if they kill the King and the last
Elf on the map escapes from an entrance space
marked blue on the diagram.  Escape means
moving onto the entrance space, and moving
one more space to leave the map. An Elf can’t
return once he’s left the map.  The Orcs win if
they kill the last Elf on the map.

Scenario Setup

Scenarios

Number of Starting Orcs
1 Elf
5 Orcs
2 Elves
9 Orcs
3 Elves
13 Orcs
Each Elf starts on any
entrance space marked
blue on the diagram.

Orc King

Treasures
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Scenario 3: The Relics
The Orcs have overrun an ancient Elfin tomb.
The Elves must enter the tomb and rescue the
sacred relics from the defiling hands of the Orcs.

Scenario Set Up
The Orc player arranges the dungeon according to the diagram while an Elf randomizes
the treasure tokens.  The Orc selects three of these without looking at them and places
them face down on the map, in the spaces indicated on the diagram.
Meanwhile, the Orc player selects his Squad tokens. The numbers on the selected tokens
should add up to the number of starting Orcs. This number depends on the number of Elves:
1 Elf       (2-player) 7 Orcs
2 Elves   (3-player) 10 Orcs
3 Elves   (4-player) 13 Orcs
The Orc player places Squad tokens face-down on the map, no more than one per tile.  A
Squad token may not be placed in an entrance space, nor any space that straddles two tiles.
Elves place their figures on the map, in any unoccupied entrance space(s). The player to
the left of the Orc player takes the first turn.  Turns proceed to the left.

Victory Conditions
Scenarios
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The Elves win if they take all three treasures off the map, and the last Elf on the map
escapes. To escape, Elves must move to any unoccupied entrance space and move one
additional space out of the cavern. An Elf cannot re-enter the cavern after escaping.  Orcs
win if they kill the last Elf remaining on the map, even if all of the required treasures have
already been taken off the map.

Scenario Setup
Number of Starting Orcs
1 Elf
7 Orcs
2 Elves
10 Orcs
3 Elves
13 Orcs
Each Elf starts on any
entrance space

Scenarios

Treasures
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Scenario 4: Bounty Hunters
Several bands of Orcs have been marauding about
the countryside. The Queen of the Elves demands
that they be taught a lesson!

Scenario Set Up
The Orc player arranges the dungeon according to the diagram while an Elf randomizes
treasure tokens.  The Orc selects three of these without looking at them, and places them
face-down on the map in the spaces indicated on the diagram. Place remaining treasure
tokens back in the box without looking at them.
In a two player game, Orc removes one Clan from the game.  Orc places one active Orc
from each Clan anywhere on the map.  Depending on the number of Elves, the Orc may
also place Squad tokens representing  additional Orcs. Place these tokens no more than
one per tile, not in an entrance space nor any space that straddles two tiles.
1 Elf       (2-player) No additional Orcs
2 Elves   (3-player) 4 additional Orcs
3 Elves   (4-player) 8 additional Orcs
Squad tokens and active Orcs may share the same tile, though as usual no more than one
Squad token per tile. Each Elf places his/her figure in any unoccupied entrance space.  
The Elf to the left of the Orc player goes first, turns proceed to the left.  
  

Scenario Special Rules
Scenarios
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When an Elf kills the first Orc of a Clan, the Elves keep its figure and base.  Further Orcs
of that Clan are returned to the Orc player when killed, as usual.  

Victory Conditions
Elves win when they have killed at least one Orc from each Clan.  This scenario does
not require the Elves to escape. Orc wins when all Elves die.  

Scenario Setup
Place one active Orc from
each Clan (remove one
Clan in 2-player)
Additional Orc counters
1 Elf
No Orcs
2 Elves 4 Orcs
3 Elves 8 Orcs
Each Elf starts
on an
unoccupied
entrance
space

Scenarios

Treasures
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Scenario 5: The Great Hunt
The Elfin scouts have discovered a hidden grove
that harbors the wild boars sacred to the Orcs. Slay
the boars to deal a crippling blow to the Orcs’ morale.

Scenario Set Up
An Elf player sets up the map according to the diagram. Meanwhile, the Orc player selects
his Squad tokens. The numbers on the selected tokens should add up to the number of
starting Orcs. This number depends on the number of Elves:
1 Elf       (2-player) 5 Orcs
2 Elves   (3-player) 9 Orcs
3 Elves   (4-player) 13 Orcs
The Orc player places Squad tokens face-down on the map, no more than one per tile.  A
Squad token may not be placed in an entrance space, nor any space that straddles two tiles.
Orc player then places one Boar token on each tile, as denoted on the diagram. Elves then
place their figures on any unoccupied entrance space on the map.  
  

Scenario Special Rules

During the game, Orc follows all standard squad-phase rules, except as follows. In order
to place a reinforcement of a particular Clan onto an entrance space of a tile, that tile must
already contain at least one Orc of that Clan.  

Scenarios

The Boars count as figures in that another figure may not occupy the same space. A Boar is
not an Orc, nor is it a member of any Clan.  Any time a Boar is attacked, it gains Base
Block 1 against that attack.  Only Elves may attack Boars.  Attacking a Boar does not count as
attacking the Orc player.  A successful attack kills a Boar, the Elf collects its figure and places
it in front of him.  Boars killed by an Elf count toward victory even if that Elf is eliminated.  
Every time an Orc Clan takes an Action phase, the Orc player may move one Boar up to
three spaces. The Boar’s movement occurs either before or after the Clan takes its actions
and movement.  Boars, like Elves, may move into underbrush spaces.  The Elf to the left of
the Orc player takes the first turn, turns proceed clockwise from there.    

Victory Conditions
The Elves win if they kill a certain number of Boars, depending on the starting number of
Elves:
1 Elf (2-player)
2 Elves (3-player)
3 Elves (4-player)

2 Boars
4 Boars
6 Boars

Once they’ve killed the required number of Boars, the last Elf on the map must escape.  
Escape means moving onto any entrance space, and moving one more space to leave
the map. An Elf can’t return once he’s left the map. The Orcs win if
they kill the last Elf on the map.
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Scenario Setup
Place the Boars on the
spaces marked on the map.
Number of Starting Orcs
1 Elf
5 Orcs
2 Elves
9 Orcs
3 Elves
13 Orcs

Scenarios

Each Elf starts on
an unoccupied
entrance space
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Orc Strategy Tips
Playing the Orcs requires more care and forethought than a typical HeroCard character.  
Therefore, effectively playing the Orcs requires a little practice.  The following suggestions
will help speed up this learning process, and allow you to be the best Orc you can be.

Set up your starting Orcs with enough Squad tokens.

Putting all of your starting Orcs in few, large Squad tokens means you’re more powerful at
the beginning of the game, but it also means that your army will “max out” at a smaller size.  
It’s generally better to have numerous small squads at the beginning, placed so the Elves
can’t reach them on the first turn.  This gives you a turn or two to Reinforce them up to
fighting size.

Activate your Squad tokens wisely.

Squad tokens are the only way to get new Clans onto the board.  It might be tempting to
Activate a Squad token with Orcs from an existing Clan, to make that Clan more powerful.  
However, this means you’ll have fewer Clans later in the game, and will lose out on potential
reinforcements.

Time is on your side.

The Orcs start out somewhat disadvantaged, but reinforcements steadily replenish and
expand your army.  The Elves do not have this luxury.  If you find yourself in a weak
position, pull back and build up your squads until they’re ready to rumble.

Look over the Elves’ Role cards.

The Elves have special abilities that might affect how you position and use your Orcs.
Be sure to review your opponents’ Role cards before going into battle.

Appendix

Position your Orcs to minimize the Elves’ special powers.  

Expose no more of your squad to the Elves than is necessary.  If you find yourself moving
a squad in to surround the Paladin, for example, examine closely why you’re doing so.  
In most cases, this is not a good move, since it will allow the Paladin to kill numerous
Orcs on his next attack.

Use reinforcements to maximize card-play.

When Reinforcing, pay attention to the cards in your hand.  If your hand contains a lot
of X cards, for example, it might be prudent to Reinforce with Shamans this turn.

Play to the Orcs’ strength: numbers.

Often two modest attacks against the same target are much more effective than a single,
large attack.

Don’t be discouraged if at first you don’t succeed.

Every Orc Wars scenario is winnable for the Orcs.  If you lose a scenario the first time,
you’ve still learned a lot about how it plays and can turn that knowledge into a win next
time.
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Elf Strategy Tips
GENERAL
Time is not on your side

The number of Orcs grows as the game progresses.  Be sure to make every turn
count toward achieving your objectives, as this becomes more difficult the more
rounds that pass.

Treasures can win or lose you the game

Treasures can be very helpful.  However, a treasure is not worth acquiring if this
requires several turns and allows the Orc’s reinforcements to get out of control.

Multi-Player
Deny the Orc cards whenever possible

In multi-player, the Orcs may take a Bonus Draw every time you draw on your Draw
phase.  While drawing might seem to benefit you, if the Orc derives more benefit than
you do, it actually hurts you.
While there are some circumstances in which it might be wise to split up briefly, in
general your Elves fight best as a group. Focusing attacks on one squad at a time is
often the best way to keep the number of Orcs to a manageable level.  When a squad
defends itself from attack, it uses up its Attribute points, thereby diminishing its ability
to defend against further attacks.  However, the Orc player clears the squad’s in-play
cards and can Reinforce new Orcs on his next turn, so the advantage only lasts until then.  
Thus the Elves’ attacks are often most effective when all Elves can reach and attack the
same squad in a single round.  Furthermore, eliminating every Orc of a Clan means that
the Orc can no longer Reinforce that Clan.

Turn order matters

The order in which your Elf heroes take their turns can make a big difference.  For
example, the Sorceress has cards that exploit the number of cards in play by the Orcs.  
These cards are most effective after the Orcs have played cards, for instance defending
against previous attacks.  For this reason, the Sorceress is generally most effective if her
turn comes after another Elf ’s.

Appendix

Keep your party together

Plan your tactics

After the Orc turn ends, take a minute to explore your options on your upcoming turns.  
Discuss where each Elf would like to move on his turn, and make sure that you coordinate
your moves so you don’t block an Elf going after you.  Consider the configuration of the
Orcs on the board, and whether there is an optimum series of attacks that will kill the
greatest number of Orcs.  For example, say the Ranger can move two spaces, kill an Orc to
create a “hole” in a squad, and then move out of the way.  This might allow the Paladin to
step into the space and maximize the use of his special ability.  
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Glossary
Action Card: A card you play from your Hero’s
Action Deck.

given Attribute stack indicates how much of
that Attribute is currently expended.

Action Cost: The number of Attribute points
you must spend to play an Action Card.

Base Attack: An attack card that initiates an
Attack Sequence and has a constant or variable
Attack Value.

Action Deck: The collection of Action Cards
you may play as a particular Hero. An Action
Deck may not contain fewer than 20 cards, nor
more than 6 of the same card.
Action Type: The rule that governs when you
can play an Action Card. There are three Action
Types: Fast, Restricted and Exclusive.
Action Phase: Fourth phase of a turn, in which
you may play Action Cards.
Active Card:  A card played during the current
Attack Sequence.
Active Player: The player whose turn it
currently is.
Attack Card: Any Base Attack card, Attack
Mod card, or Special Attack card.
Attack Mod: An attack card that increases the
value of a Base Attack by a constant or variable
amount.

Appendix

Attack Sequence: An Attack Sequence begins
when the active player plays a Base Attack and
includes all attack cards, block cards, and other
cards opponents play in the course of resolving
the attack. The Attack Sequence ends when all
players involved have passed.
Attack Value: A numerical value, shown on the
face of each attack card, that represents the force
of the attack. If you play multiple attack cards
(e.g., a Base Attack plus one or more Attack
Mods) within a single Attack Sequence, add their
individual attack values to find the total current
Attack Value.
Attribute Score: A numerical value, shown on
the face of each Attribute Card, that represents
the capabilities of the Hero you are playing. The
three Attributes, Body (B), Mind (M) and X
Attribute (X), correspond to that Hero’s relative
strengths and weaknesses in those areas.
Attribute Card: A card that shows a Hero’s
Attribute score in Body, Mind, or X Attribute.
Each Hero has three Attribute Cards.
Attribute Stack: The cards you currently have
in play that expend a given Attribute,  placed to
the right of that Attribute Card. The
total Action Cost of the cards in a
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Base Block: A block card that counteracts a
constant or variable amount of Attack Value.
Block Card: Any Base Block card, Block Mod
card, or Special Block card. Block cards
counteract attack cards.
Block Mod: A block card that increases the
value of a Base Block by  a constant or variable
amount.
Block Value: A numerical value, shown on
the face of each block card, that represents the
force of the block. If you play multiple block
cards (e.g., one or more Base Blocks plus Block
Mods) within a single Block Sequence, add their
individual block values to find the total current
Block Value.
Clear Phase: Third phase of a turn, in which
you may clear up to three in-play cards.
Clear: To place a card from your Attribute
stack into your Discard stack. Usually, you clear
during the Clear phase of your turn. However,
there are cards that allow you to clear during
your Action phase. Clearing a card in this way
does not usually cancel the effect of the cleared
card. However, clearing a card that affects the
attack or Block Value of the current Attack
Sequence cancels the effect of the cleared card.
There are cards that contradict these rules; this
is noted in the text of the card.
Constant Value: A numerical value that does
not change with the current state of the game. A
card with a constant value has a number written
on it, for example, “Attack 5” or “Block Mod +5.”
Convert: To alter the effect of a card to a different effect, as if the text on the card had been
changed.
Deploy: To place a card face-down onto the
appropriate Attribute stack. A deployed card
immediately expends Attribute points, but does
not take effect until you play it at a later time.
Discard Phase: First phase of a turn, in which
you may discard as many cards as you like.
Discard Stack: The pile of cards onto which
you place discarded cards face-up.

Draw Phase: Second phase of a turn, in which
you may draw up to three cards.
Draw: To take one card from the top of your
Action Deck and place in your hand.
Exclusive action: You may play only one
Exclusive action per turn, only during your
own Action Phase.
Fast action: You may play as many Fast actions
as you have free Attribute points for, during any
player’s Action Phase.
Hero: Your incarnation in the world of
HeroCard, comprised of three Attribute Cards,
a deck of 30 or more Action Cards, and in most
games, one or more figurines.
In-Play Card: A card that you have played by
placing it to the right of the appropriate Attribute.
Purge: To completely negate the effect of a card,
as if it had never been played. You may only
purge the last card played in the current Attack
Sequence. If you purge an Exclusive action, it
doesn’t count as the target’s Exclusive action for
that turn.
Play: To place a card face-up on the top of its
appropriate Attribute stack; the card takes effect
immediately.
Range: The distance between Heroes in a game.
You must be in range of an opponent to target
him or her with cards. In a basic HeroCard duel,
all Heroes are in range of each other at all times.
Other games have rules that govern whether
a target is in range; these are described in the
game’s rule booklet.

Credits

Restricted action: You may play as many
Restricted actions as you have free Attribute
points for, only during your own Action Phase.
Set: Multiple attack or block cards you play
simultaneously during an Attack Sequence. A set
is either a Base Attack plus one or more Attack
Mods, or one or more Base Blocks plus one or
more Block Mods. During an Attack Sequence,
you may only play a single set at a time, after
which you must allow your opponent(s) to
respond with their own single set.
Special Attack: A card that assists an attack, but
does not contribute directly to the numerical
Attack Value.
Special Block: A card that assists a block, but
does not contribute directly to the numerical
Block Value.
Successful Attack: An attack whose total value
exceeds the total Block Value played against it.
Twist: To turn a card sideways to indicate it’s
under a long-term effect. Long-term effects vary;
the effect is described by the text of the twisting
card.
Unwind: To turn a twisted card back to its normal
orientation, indicating the removal of a long-term
effect. The conditions required to unwind a
twisted card are described by the twisting card.
Variable Value: A numerical value that changes
with the current state of the game. The text
of a card with a variable value describes the
conditions that determine its value, for example,
“Attack 0, plus the cost of all cards of selected
Attribute in play by target.”  
Waste: To force an opponent to play a card that
then has no effect on the game. The player places
the card onto the appropriate Attribute stack.
The wasted card expends Attribute points, but
has no other effect on the game. If player does
not have enough Attribute points to play the
card, he or she discards it instead.

Appendix

Discard: To place a card from your hand face
up onto your Discard stack.
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Turn Reference
Elf Turn

Discard any number of cards from your hand
Draw up to 3, not to exceed 7 in hand
3-4 player: Orc Bonus Draw if you draw
Clear up to 3 top cards in play
Action (any order)
Move (once per turn) up to 3 spaces
Attack (usually Exclusive)
Pick up/Drop Treasure (Restricted)
Trade Treasure (Exclusive)

Orc Turn

Discard any number of cards from your hand
Draw up to 3, not to exceed 7 in hand
Clear up to 3 top cards in play
Clear once for each active Clan and for King
Squad phase Activate OR Reinforce
Action
One Action phase for each Clan/King
Complete one phase before going to the next
Take actions in any order:
Move (once per turn) up to 3 spaces
Attack (usually Exclusive)
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